Sons Of M.I.T.

This issue THE TECH takes pleasure in presenting the words and music of a new Technology song, "Sons of M.I.T." Written by John B. Wilbur, '26, Professor of Structural Engineering at the Institute, and arranged by Frank D. Gage, '22, "Sons of M.I.T." was first presented at the Alumni Banquet on February 26, where it won great acclaim. It is reprinted here from the March issue of the Technology Review for the benefit of those who have not yet secured copies of the music.

Words and music by John B. Wilbur, '26

Arranged by Frank D. Gage, '22

Moderato

Good tide, spread,
And rise and raise your
voice.

Once more thy sons, oh M. I. T.
Re-

steams on high to
night shall ev-
ner you may

lay - al from far
hood, The

steams on high where
night shall ev-
ner you may

more to be the

steams on high to
night shall ev-
ner you may
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